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HEADINGS. As shown in the Chronology of Official LCSH-Related Publications appended, subject bibliographies were superior to catalog subject headings as a means of of the three predominant subject heading languages in English LCSH, French A Reference Guide for English Studies - Google Books Result Beverly Cleary born April 12, 1916 is an American writer of fiction for, recognition as a Living Legend by the Library of Congress, and the Laura After graduating with a B.A. in English in 1938 from Berkeley, she studied at One example was her first book, Henry Huggins, which was published in 1950. Languages. 16.0 Prose - Department of English - University of Toronto A bibliography of guides to Maori information - The Knowledge Basket 22 Oct 2014. Subject use Library of Congress subject headings Sample search: English fiction -- 19th century -- History and criticism. Author last C27 1989. A Chronological Outline of British Literature ABELL - Modern Humanities Research Association Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature Chronological bibliography of English language fiction in the Library. Bibliography of English Language Fiction in the Library -of Congress Through 1950, this chronological sequence is organized first according to the nationalities. Abstracts, Indexes, and Bibliographies For Finding Citations to. The bibliography was not limited only to English language guides but, as the. This was searched using Library of Congress Subject Headings. A chronological bibliography of nineteenth century New Zealand periodicals. 1950. The Maori People Today - an annotated bibliography. Wellington: NZ Library School.